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Abstract
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Marine heatwaves (MHWs) have been observed around the world and are expected to
increase in intensity and frequency under anthropogenic climate change. A variety of impacts
have been associated with these anomalous events, including shifts in species ranges, local
extinctions and economic impacts on seafood industries through declines in important fishery
species and impacts on aquaculture. Extreme temperatures are increasingly seen as important
influences on biological systems, yet a consistent definition of MHWs does not exist. A clear
definition will facilitate retrospective comparisons between MHWs, enabling the synthesis
and a mechanistic understanding of the role of MHWs in marine ecosystems. Building on
research into atmospheric heatwaves, we propose both a general and specific definition for
MHWs, based on a hierarchy of metrics that allow for different data sets to be used in
identifying MHWs. We generally define a MHW as a prolonged discrete anomalously warm
water event that can be described by its duration, intensity, rate of evolution, and spatial
extent. Specifically, we consider an anomalously warm event to be a MHW if it lasts for five
or more days, with temperatures warmer than the 90th percentile based on a 30-year historical
baseline period. This structure provides flexibility with regard to the description of MHWs
and transparency in communicating MHWs to a general audience. The use of these metrics is
illustrated for three 21st century MHWs; the northern Mediterranean event in 2003, the
Western Australia ‘Ningaloo Niño’ in 2011, and the northwest Atlantic event in 2012. We
recommend a specific quantitative definition for MHWs to facilitate global comparisons and
to advance our understanding of these phenomena.

Keywords: extreme events; sea surface temperature; anomalous events; temperature
anomaly; heatwaves
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1. Introduction - Marine heatwaves and their ecological impact
Ecosystems around the world have responded to anthropogenic climate change, with major
implications for ecological goods and services (Rosenzweig et al. 2008). Links between a
changing climate, shifts in species distributions, and the structure of communities and
ecosystems have been documented convincingly for many taxa across many regions
(Parmesan and Yohe 2003; Rosenzweig et al. 2008; Poloczanska et al. 2013). Concurrent
with these observations, predictions of how species distribution and biodiversity will respond
to continued climate change have been developed (e.g. Cheung et al. 2009; Engler et al.
2011; Sen Gupta et al. 2015). However, in conjunction with a distinct long-term warming
signal (an increase in mean temperature at a location), the frequency and intensity of extreme
temperature events are also increasing (Perkins et al. 2012) as a consequence of
anthropogenic climate change (IPCC 2012; Coumou and Ramstorf 2012). It is clear that
discrete climatic events can drive step-wise changes in species distributions and, ultimately,
ecosystem structure and functioning (Wernberg et al. 2013). Storms, droughts, floods and
heatwaves - prolonged period where temperatures are substantially hotter than normal - can
have catastrophic effects on terrestrial ecosystems (Jentsch et al. 2007; Smith 2011), with
significant socio-economic ramifications. As such, understanding and predicting biological
responses to short-term extreme events, rather than long-term change, is becoming
increasingly important, although event-based research still lags behind trend-based work
(Jentsch et al. 2007).

Extreme climatic events are important in determining ecosystem structure (Jentsch et al.
2007), however, the majority of our current understanding stems from the study of terrestrial
ecosystems. Investigation of marine ecosystems is important, as they play a central role
culturally, socially and economically in the lives of most people (Richardson and
Poloczanska 2008; Bennett et al. 2015). Marine ecosystems, like their terrestrial
counterparts, are strongly influenced by extreme climatic events, including heatwaves
(Garrabou et al. 2009; Wernberg et al. 2013), cold snaps (Firth et al. 2011), storms (De’ath et
al. 2012) and floods (Gillanders and Kingsford 2002), which are driven by complex physical
processes interconnected in the climate system and interacting across a hierarchy of spatial
and temporal scales (Trenberth 2012; Feng et al. 2014).
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Marine heatwaves (MHWs), which can be caused by a combination of atmospheric and
oceanographic processes, have a strong influence on marine ecosystem structure and
function. For example, in the boreal summer of 2003 an atmospheric heatwave over
northwestern Europe led to enhanced rates of air-sea heat flux into the northern
Mediterranean Sea, which in combination with weak winds led to regional-scale thermal
stratification and warming anomalies of 2-3C in surface waters (Garrabou et al. 2009). This
MHW had profound ecological impacts that included widespread mortality of benthic
invertebrates (Garrabou et al. 2009) and loss of seagrass meadows (Marba and Duarte 2010).
More recently, during the austral summer of 2011, a MHW off Western Australia (a so-called
‘Ningaloo Niño’) was largely driven by atmospheric and oceanographic processes associated
with the strong 2010/11 La Niña, which led to anomalous advection of warm tropical waters
poleward into temperate regions (Feng et al. 2013; Benthuysen et al. 2014). This Western
Australia MHW caused major shifts in benthic ecosystem structure and functioning in a
tropical-temperate transition zone, through widespread mortality of cool-water habitat
forming species (Wernberg et al. 2013; Smale and Wernberg 2013), and impacted a valuable
fishery (Caputi et al. 2015). During a 2012 MHW in the northwest Atlantic, rapid shifts in
geographical distributions and phenology were observed for several marine species, including
those targeted by regional fisheries (Mills et al. 2013). These ecological responses led to
altered fishing practices (longfin squid) and harvest patterns (lobsters), with significant
political and economic ramifications (Mills et al. 2013).

It is clear that MHWs, which may increase in frequency and magnitude as a result of
anthropogenic climate change (IPCC 2012), are important events that can cause rapid
changes in biodiversity patterns and ecosystem structure and functioning. Apart from the
physical drivers of short-term temperature variability and extremes, there is a pressing need
to examine the characteristics of MHWs, and their biological impacts, within a coherent and
comparable framework.

1.1.

Defining extreme temperatures in marine systems

Previous ecological studies have used metrics to assess extreme thermal stress in the marine
environment (Table 1). For example, Sorte et al. (2010) adopted the definition of Meehl and
Tebaldi (2004) in which marine heatwaves were defined as a period of at least three to five
days during which mean or maximum temperature anomalies were at least 3 – 5°C above
normal, while Selig et al. (2010) used thermal stress anomalies (TSAs – see Table 1).
4

Recently, Marba et al. (2015) used SST percentile thresholds for a Mediterranean-focused
meta-analysis of MHW impacts, however MHWs are also often described using vague
definitions (e.g. statements such as “warmer than average”) and most temperature anomalies
are generated from monthly datasets, thus smoothing out shorter but generally more intense
events. The majority of marine extreme climate event metrics have been developed to
monitor and predict coral bleaching, which is the most advanced field of thermal stressrelated marine ecology (Donner et al. 2005; Spillman and Alves 2009). Such metrics
generally include the effect of extreme event duration and magnitude of temperature
anomalies. Beyond coral reef research there is limited consistency regarding how MHW
metrics are applied or how useful they are in ecological applications.

1.2.

Parallels with atmospheric heatwave definitions

Global initiatives over the last decade have sought to define standard metrics for atmospheric
heatwaves and extreme temperatures, primarily under the auspices of the Expert Team on
Climate Change Detection and Indices (ETCCDI1; Zhang et al. 2011), to allow comparative
analyses across regions. The general definition of atmospheric heatwaves is a prolonged
period where temperatures are substantially hotter than normal (Perkins and Alexander 2013).
Observations of atmospheric extreme events have had considerably more attention over the
last decade compared with marine events (e.g. Meehl and Tebaldi 2004; Fischer and Shär
2010; Schoetter et al. 2014), but the absence of a pre-defined framework has seen
atmospheric events defined by a plethora of metrics, most of which are unique to a particular
purpose or study. The existing metrics are generally simplistic, accounting for only anomaly,
magnitude, duration or frequency (Frich et al. 2002; Alexander et al. 2006; Perkins 2011). A
few studies, however, have attempted to develop more complex metrics that take into account
multiple factors (Della-Marta et al. 2007; Vautard et al. 2013; Russo et al. 2014). In parallel
to the climate research community, impact-focused research groups (such as the health
sector) have defined an additional suite of heatwave metrics. While these indices also
measure the severity of heatwaves, they are configured to relate to thresholds that are specific
to a particular application (e.g. metrics for human health purposes: Fanger 1970; Steadman
1984; Mayer and Hoppe 1987). Such metrics often require more than just basic temperature
data, making it difficult to derive most impact metrics from regional climatological data.
Moreover, the specific nature of each metric to a particular impact reduces its applicability to
1
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another sector, even with similar purposes (Perkins and Alexander 2013). This wide range of
metrics within and across these communities also means that different data are required to
apply different atmospheric heatwave definitions, which inhibits consistent measurements
both spatially and temporally. The lack of consistency in data availability and atmospheric
heatwave calculations has made a general assessment of the drivers of these events and their
impacts extremely challenging. These limitations have resulted in an assessment for observed
trends in atmospheric heatwaves of only medium confidence in the IPCC Special Report on
Extremes (IPCC 2012) and the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (IPCC 2013).

In an attempt to overcome these issues, Perkins and Alexander (2013) presented a working
framework to define atmospheric heatwaves and address the issues of inconsistency and
assigning confidence. The framework considers what metrics can be derived with statistical
rigor from meteorological data, and what characteristics are important for a range of impacts
sectors. Based on these criteria, Perkins and Alexander (2013) define an atmospheric
heatwave when at least three consecutive days exceed a calendar day threshold defined as the
90th percentile value for temperature. Using a ‘day-specific’ threshold allows for the detection
and measurement of events at all times of the year (i.e. a heatwave can occur in winter with a
lower absolute value than might occur in summer), and a percentile-based threshold allows
for the measurement of heatwaves across locations that differ in variability. An event is
characterized in terms of its duration and intensity, and summary statistics such as the
number of discrete events, sum of heatwave days and peak intensity can be calculated for a
season or period of interest. The success of the framework is evident in understanding
changes in global observed atmospheric heatwaves (Perkins et al. 2012) and future
projections from numerical climate models (Cowan et al. 2014). It also supported a finding of
high confidence in observed increasing trends in heatwave frequency in Europe, Asia and
Australia (IPCC 2013).

While the framework constructed by Perkins and Alexander (2013) has achieved a consistent
approach to characterising atmospheric heatwaves, the study of atmospheric heatwaves
would have likely been more successful if common definitions had been derived earlier in the
study of atmospheric heatwaves. This success would have been further heightened by
incorporating levels of metric flexibility and ease of communication. Therefore, there is great
potential for the marine community to apply the lessons learned from the atmospheric
community in the definition of MHWs.
6

2. A hierarchical definition of marine heatwaves
From the lessons learned in atmospheric studies, and following Perkins and Alexander
(2013), we propose a definition for MHWs that can be used for comparative studies with
regional and biological applications. Minor differences to the atmospheric definition
(minimum duration and minimum time between events) were implemented because of the
naturally longer time scales of ocean variability with regard to atmospheric variability, as
explained below. Qualitatively, we propose the definition of a MHW as a discrete prolonged
anomalously warm water event in a particular location. From examples such as the 2003
MHW in the northern Mediterranean Sea (Garrabou et al. 2009), the 2011 Ningaloo Niño in
Western Australia (Feng et al. 2013) and the 2012 MHW in the northwest Atlantic (Mills et
al. 2013; Chen et al. 2014), it is clear that the atmosphere, land surface and ocean all may
have important driving roles in how and where these prolonged heat events play out.
However the relative importance of these drivers varies amongst events. Therefore, the
qualitative definition does not assume any particular heatwave driver nor does it assume that
the MHW has any specific impact. However, it does provide a flexible definition that can be
specifically targeted towards end-user applications such as coral reef monitoring or fisheries
management. In these situations, identification and quantification of heatwave events
provides an opportunity to understand and manage impacts, such as when the 2011 Ningaloo
Niño decimated commercially important crustacean and mollusc stocks in Western Australia
(Pearce et al. 2011; Hodgkinson et al. 2014).

The qualitative definition of a MHW applies to ocean regions (including subsurface waters,
estuarine, or enclosed seas such as the Mediterranean Sea or Baltic Sea), but may have
limited applications in intertidal zones, where ecological responses to high sea temperatures
are mediated by air temperature, precipitation and atmospheric conditions (Helmuth et al.
2006). Under this definition, a MHW can be caused by a combination of atmospheric forcing
(e.g. heating) and oceanic conditions (e.g. faster advection or advection of unusually warm
water). The MHW should be defined relative to a baseline period (climatology) and a
particular time of the year from which the intensity, duration and spatial extent of the MHW
could be defined. This also means that a MHW is not just limited to the warmer months,
since for some biological applications the consideration of heatwaves in colder months is
essential. For example, the reproductive cycle of several seaweed species involves
reproduction in colder seasons, and during these seasons the propagules and early post7

settlement stages are in general more susceptible to thermal stress than adults (Santelices
1990; Lotze et al. 2001). For the fucoid Scytothalia dorycarpa, Andrews et al. (2014) showed
that post-settlement juvenile survivorship strongly depended on temperature, with highest
survivorship in the coldest treatment, and elevated or complete mortality more likely under
elevated temperature. In this case, a MHW in a cold season could lead to suppressed or failed
recruitment of habitat-forming seaweeds.

While this qualitative definition provides flexibility in the way in which a MHW can be
defined across multiple end users for their particular application, it does not allow for
empirical comparisons of the characteristics of MHWs across different events in space and
time. For intercomparisons, the general qualitative definition of ‘anomalously warm’,
‘discrete’, and ‘prolonged’ can be quantified:


‘anomalously warm’: A MHW must be defined relative to a baseline climatology (see
recommendation section). Based on other studies of ocean drivers (e.g. El Niño-Southern
Oscillation), which have long time scales of variability, a period of 30 years2 is
recommended to define a baseline temperature climatology, wherever possible. This is
almost the full period of recorded satellite sea surface temperature observations. The
climatology will be defined relative to the time of year, using all data within an 11-day
window centred on the time of year from which the climatological mean and threshold
are calculated. Limitations, in terms of length, quality, consistency, resolution and
availability may restrict this method for some applications. For studies using remotely
sensed data, where availability begins in the 1980s and 1990s for sea surface temperature
and sea surface height, respectively, the climatological period might have to be shorter,
and users should explicitly define their period accordingly. A MHW should be defined
relative to a high percentile threshold (e.g. 90%). A percentile threshold is recommended
rather than an absolute value above the climatological value as the magnitude of
variability across a range of timescales varies considerably by region. An absolute
threshold (e.g. 2°C anomaly) would only be relevant in terms of impacts in some regions
but not in others (e.g. due to species acclimation). Moreover, by using a percentile rather
than standard deviation definition no assumption is made regarding the underlying
distribution of anomalies. Users should also be cognisant of biases that might be

2
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introduced at the start and end of the base period when calculating threshold
exceedances, and in such cases a bootstrapping procedure such as that defined by Zhang
et al. (2005) might be employed to calculate percentiles from subsets of the data when a
long time series is available.


‘prolonged’: In the marine environment, the definition should be relevant to ecological
processes and thresholds (based on evidence of impact), but for each process this
threshold may be different. Our general recommendation is that the MHW needs to
persist for at least five days. A sensitivity analysis was performed using high-resolution
(1/4°), global, daily SSTs from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) satellite data (NOAA OI SST V2; Reynolds et al. 2007) and it was found that
for durations shorter than five days there were many more MHWs in the tropical regions
than elsewhere, while for durations longer than five days there were often many regions
with fewer than one MHW per year, on average. Therefore, we recommend five days as
a balance to achieve relatively uniform global MHW counts under current climatic
conditions.



‘discrete’: A MHW event is discrete with well-defined start and end times. However, in
our proposed definition and in common with atmospheric heatwaves, gaps between
events of two days or less with subsequent five day or more events will be considered as
a continuous event. For example, five anomalously warm days followed by two cool and
then six anomalously warm days would be defined as an 13 day MHW event
[5hot,2cool,6hot]. In contrast, five anomalously warm days, followed by one cool day, and
then two more anomalously warm days would be defined as a five day event
[5hot,1cool,2hot = 5 MHW days]; as would the converse [2hot,1cool,5hot]. A sequence of five
anomalously warm days followed by four cool days and then six anomalously warm days
[5hot,4cool,6hot] would be defined as two MHW events, one of five days duration, and one
of six days duration.

2.1.

Measurement of marine heatwaves

MHWs can be identified at any point in the ocean based on quantitative refinement of the
qualitative definition provided earlier. For intercomparisons, a standard MHW definition,
calculated in exactly the same way and using the same metrics and processing methods, is
required. We suggest that the previous values be used as a starting point, but could be
modified for a particular region or purpose. A set of summary statistics can be derived for
each MHW including, for example, its intensity, duration, frequency and spatial extent. We
9

propose that a hierarchical set of such metrics be used to uniquely describe MHWs (Figure
1; Table 2). A hierarchy is useful as different temperature datasets, based on their spatial and
temporal resolution, have different abilities to provide different metrics. Primary metrics
allow for the most general comparison between duration and magnitude (intensity). For
example, for a MHW, duration is defined as the period over which the temperature is greater
than the seasonally varying threshold value (also defined in Table 2), while cumulative
intensity (icum) is the integral of intensity over the duration of the event, and is equivalent to
previously used metrics such as DHDs. Secondary metrics distinguish the temporal trend (i.e.
the rate of event onset and decline) and spatial extent of the MHW. Tertiary metrics are very
specific to the system under investigation, and include preconditioning environmental
conditions, although we do not formally define these conditions. This hierarchy allows some
flexibility in the reporting of MHWs, particularly for non-scientific audiences. Measures such
as duration and intensity are easily understood, while rates of onset and decline and
cumulative intensity may require additional explanation. This set of metrics allows different
MHW events to be uniquely described and compared (Figure 2). The MHW definition as
used in this manuscript has been implemented as a free software package in Python that
calculates all the metrics for a provided time series (marineHeatWaves,
http://github.com/ecjoliver/marineHeatWaves).

As described earlier, a number of MHWs have been recorded over recent decades but have
been mainly described in general terms as abnormally warm or several degrees above the
mean. Comparison of these events across marine environments would be possible by
calculating one or more common metrics to all past MHWs. This, in turn, would allow a
characterisation based on the hierarchical classifications of metrics, placing the events in a
historical context. As an example, three better-known MHW regions are compared here to
illustrate the use of these metrics (Figure 3). The metrics for each location were derived from
NOAA OI SST, using code implemented in Python (available from
https://github.com/ecjoliver/marineHeatWaves). Each region has numerous MHW events that
meet our criteria based on the duration and intensity of each event. For example, the location
examined off Western Australia (Figure 3a) has experienced 59 MHW events (duration of
five days or more) between 1982 and 2014, with the longest MHW lasting for 95 days (13
May 1999 – 15 August 1999) with a maximum (imax), mean (imean) and cumulative intensity
(icum) of 3.60°C, 2.50 °C and 237°C days above the climatological mean, respectively. By
way of comparison, the 2011 event was the largest event according to imax (6.50°C) and imean
10

(3.21°C), and the second largest MHW after the 1999 event according to duration (60 days)
and icum (192°C days).

For the Mediterranean Sea location, a total of 70 events were identified (Figure 3b).
Different MHW events had the longest duration (2014), highest maximum intensity (2008),
and highest mean intensity (2003). The 2003 MHW was the largest event based on the imean
(4.06°C; not shown in Figure 3b) and lasted 30 days by our definition (2 June – 1 July) with
an imax of 5.02°C. The most intense event was in 2008 (imax = 5.05) lasting only 9 days (26
June to 4 July) with an imean of 3.87°C. The longest event was still ongoing at the time of
analysis, with 110 days (13 September - 31 December 2014 – the end of the dataset), with a
lower imax (3.31°C) and imean (2.51°C), but the highest icum (276°C days).

For the selected northwest Atlantic location, 67 events were identified (Figure 3c), with the
longest MHW of duration 187 days (31 July 2012 - 2 February 2013) with an imax and imean of
4.00°C and 2.37°C respectively. The icum for this MHW was 443°C days, the highest for any
at this location. An earlier event, lasting 21 days (4-24 July 2010), had the highest mean
intensity (3.05°C) in the period considered, but a lower maximum intensity (imax=4.24°C)
than a 56 day event in 2012 (10 April – 4 June) where the imax was 4.89°C. This latter event is
the 2012 northwest Atlantic event discussed in the literature (Mills et al. 2013; Chen et al.
2014). The corresponding imean and icum for this 56 day event was 2.59°C and 145 °C days,
respectively. Note that the 56 and 187 day events in 2012 are considered distinct, as the
temperature dropped below the threshold for at least 3 days (5 days) between the two events.

The collective analysis of the three case study regions demonstrates the need for a diversity
of metrics to describe different MHW features. As each of the MHWs is defined by a set of
metrics (Table 2), approaches such as principal component analysis can be undertaken to
characterise and identify types of MHWs. The metrics for each location may also be used to
examine how the frequency of events has changed over time by analysing individual events
(e.g. Figure 2), or the total number of MHW days in each year. Finally, the spatial extent of
MHWs can be calculated from gridded datasets (e.g. NOAA OI SST) with the analysis of
temperature time series repeated for each point in a spatial grid in the wider region of interest.
The area where the threshold is exceeded is summed for each day to provide a daily MHW
area for each day. These metrics could in turn be used to explore the impact of MHWs on
regional biology. As evident from published studies outlined above, persistent and intense
11

MHWs have led to widespread and notable ecological impacts, analogous to atmospheric
heatwaves. With these consistent set of metrics, comparative analyses, including linking
ecological impacts to specific MWH characteristics, can be undertaken. While we have
included ‘preconditioning’ as a tertiary metric in our hierarchy (Table 2), we do not expand
further here, as these metrics will likely be specific to particular habitats, regions and species
via potential local adaptation to extremes (Palumbi et al. 2014). When researchers describe
MHWs in the future, consideration of preconditioning, such as a period of warm, but not
anomalous, conditions may provide additional insight into ecological or human impacts of
the focal MHW. Their inclusion in our hierarchy thus represents a placeholder to be informed
by more studies on preconditioning and may be expanded or discarded in the future.

2.2.

Datasets matter in defining heatwaves

While a consistent framework to measure MHWs is important, end-users need to be aware
that different datasets may provide substantially different heatwave information despite the
use of the same metrics. This is generally due to the resolution of the data, but can also relate
to other issues of quality, consistency and instrumentation. Datasets with a high spatial and
temporal resolution have more variability than those aggregating across larger areas or based
on (smoother) longer time means (Smale and Wernberg 2009). An example of the variation
that arises from using different datasets for MHW identification is given in Figure 4, which
shows the development of the Ningaloo Niño in 2011 from the reconstructed monthly and
weekly Reynolds SST dataset (Reynolds et al. 2002), a daily satellite product (NOAA OISST
product; Reynolds et al. 2007), and an hourly in situ data logger. All datasets have a similar
profile of the evolution of summer and the MHW including the rate of onset and decline, the
duration of the event (measured in months), and a warm period preceding the main heatwave.
However, the variability in SST magnitude clearly differs between the four datasets, and
would result in different metrics of heatwave intensity. The reconstructed SST products have
the smallest variability, due to the coarse spatial (1° degree grid) and temporal (monthly and
weekly) resolution. This is followed by the daily satellite data, which are finer in spatial
(0.25° degree grid) and temporal (daily) resolution. The high temporal resolution provided by
the in situ logger data reveals higher temporal SST variability, but a lower peak intensity than
the daily satellite dataset, consistent with previous analysis of sub-surface in situ and daily
satellite data in this region (Smale and Wernberg 2009). It is clear that weekly variability in
the logger data is smoothed at monthly scales, thus decreasing intensity by including non-
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heatwave days and weeks. Lower spatial resolution data results in reduced intensity because
neighbouring non-heatwave areas are included in mean values.

Not only can different datasets generate different values for the same metric, certain indices
may simply not be appropriate or derivable from some data sources. Table 3 gives an
indication of when the indices outlined in the framework may or may not be applicable, and
the quality they would provide. For example, in situ data (such as the logger data described
above) can provide high frequency information for the more accurate calculation of intensity
and duration (if measured in days). However, these local data would not provide an estimate
of the spatial extent of a MHW. In contrast, gridded products, such as satellite-derived SSTs
and reconstructed daily datasets, allow greater spatial inferences. Model data, in the forms of
global and regional models, and reanalysis products, if at a daily scale, may be used for the
calculation of all MHW metrics (Table 3). However, resolution may be reduced due to the
coarseness of spatial grids and, in the case of regional models, the domain they cover. While
useful for other purposes, paleo proxies and traditional ecological data can, at best, only
provide quantitative information on long-lived MHWs (e.g. Zinke et al. 2014). A number of
other considerations listed in Table 3, including record length, temporal resolution, whether
the data have been quality-controlled, and spatio/temporal consistency, should help end-users
evaluate what metrics can be derived from a particular product. Such considerations and
measurement qualities are indicative only and should be applied to a dataset each time it is
used for the measurement of MHWs.

Many of the MHW metrics can be calculated from gridded products, such as SST datasets,
reconstructed observational data, and model/reanalysis data. These provide generally similar
quality metrics (Table 3). We recommend that the highest quality data available should be
used when calculating MHWs and where possible compared to in situ data (also of highquality, e.g. Smale and Wernberg 2009) (e.g. Figure 4). While coarser resolution datasets
may provide information about larger areas and/or longer time periods, this information may
not be particularly relevant for marine managers or policy makers who require accurate local
scale information, particularly on magnitude, to assess likely impacts. For other research
applications, such as studies of large-scale climate variability, MHW metrics may require
further modification based on the resolution of datasets being used. For example, large-scale
gridded data products can be used to examine the size-frequency of MHWs and their intrinsic
climatic properties by setting lower thresholds to capture enough discrete warming events for
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statistical analysis (Scannell et al. in review). While this approach is applicable for largescale MHW pattern recognition, it does not resolve the frequency of shorter and more intense
MHWs that would benefit from high temporal and spatial resolution data.

3. Monitoring and forecasting marine heatwaves
The three regional examples provided in section 2 demonstrate that both large and small
MHWs are detected in observational data based on our definitions (Figure 3). In order to
identify the risk of MHW impacts on biological activity, the thermal thresholds of the
performance of different biological traits must also be known, and is the subject of ongoing
research. Although impacts on marine environments are still poorly understood, as detailed
earlier, extreme temperature events can affect species distributions and alter ecosystem
structure. Thus monitoring and forecasting are important and can be advanced by the use of
common metrics to understand and minimise potential impacts on ecological and economic
(e.g. fisheries) levels. Near real-time monitoring using the hierarchical classification of
metrics discussed here and applied to daily SST data would allow warnings to be issued when
areas approach or exceed their specific thresholds (Spillman 2011). For example, Coral Reef
Watch is based on near real-time monitoring during the warmest months of the year and is
used to identify areas where conditions may be approaching those conducive to coral
bleaching (http://coralreefwatch.noaa.gov/satellite/index.php). This early warning system can
inform management actions (to reduce additional stressors for example) which can be
implemented quickly (e.g. Beeden et al. 2012). In similar ways, this tool can be enabling as
an aid for fisheries managers to predict the potential impacts of increased temperature on
important habitats (Donnelly 2013), fish distributions (Hobday et al. 2011) and altered catch
rates, or whether perhaps they might be better placed to switch to different target species
expected to prosper under warmer conditions in the prospective areas (Mills et al. 2013) or
implement recovery actions when the event has concluded.

Furthermore, monitoring heatwaves can lead to a better understanding of their development,
characteristics and impacts. Near real-time monitoring of ocean surface temperatures based
on satellite data is possible, while deployment of submerged data loggers close to the
coastline and the use of oceanographic arrays for the open sea could provide information
about heat penetration depths and durations. Many of these systems are already in place, such
that implementing a reporting system triggered by the proposed hierarchical set of metrics
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would allow characterisation of a MHW as it develops and persists, comparison to historical
events, and greater insight into potential impacts.

Besides near real-time monitoring, the metrics can be used to estimate the prevalence of
future MHWs. These metrics can be useful at different time scales in forecasting for the
following days to weeks and for long-term projections. Using them within a forecasting
framework would lead to near-term prediction of MHWs. Tools already exist for short-term
and seasonal forecasting, for example Australia’s Bureau of Meteorology OceanMAPS
system predicts daily SSTs with a one-week lead time (www.csiro.au/bluelink/) and their
POAMA model predicts monthly SSTs for the upcoming nine months
(www.bom.gov.au/climate/poama2.4/poama.shtml). Including MHW metrics in the
forecasting based on daily predictions would help to identify areas where MHWs may occur
and actions could be implemented weeks ahead of time, including altering fisheries
management boundaries (e.g. Hobday et al. 2011) and coral reef monitoring (Beeden et al.
2012).

Projections beyond the near-term could identify future MHW risk areas. Identifying risk
areas would be a useful tool for Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) and spatial zoning for
aquaculture. In planning MPAs, it is important not only to decide which areas are to be
protected, but also where protection would be most useful. For example, protecting high
diversity coral reef areas with a high probability of catastrophic disturbances in the near
future, including MHWs, may be less favourable in comparison with protecting an area with
less biodiversity but a low probability for disturbance (Game et al. 2008). The likelihood of
an area experiencing extreme climatic events could thus be used to decide which areas should
be protected and which are less resilient and prone to strong impacts with low expectations of
recovery. In a similar way, decision-making processes in aquaculture zoning could include
the projection of likelihood for MHWs.

4. Recommendations and conclusions
This paper has outlined the growing interest in documenting and understanding marine
heatwaves. The adverse impacts of these events span a vast range of marine ecosystems.
Atmospheric heatwaves have had a large research focus in recent years and a proliferation of
heatwave metrics now exist, largely due to an absence of coordinated efforts in marrying the
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tools and needs of physical scientists and impacts researchers. There is an opportunity for the
marine community to learn from this experience, and it is on this basis that we recommend a
consistent, hierarchical framework in which to measure MHWs. The three-tier framework
allows for an over-arching and consistent measurement of heatwaves, while also providing
flexibility in specifying additional metrics, if necessary. Regarding the use of the proposed
hierarchical definition and associated metrics, we recommend the following:

1. The adoption of consistent terminology, definitions and metrics by a broad range of
researchers interested in MHWs. This will facilitate comparisons between different MHW
events, across seasons and at regional scales. It will also facilitate the comparison of
observed events against those simulated in model projections, which will be very useful
in understanding plausible future changes in MHWs.
2. The use of a flexible hierarchical system allowing for further development of descriptive
indices, for particular ecosystems or species as needed by individual research goals.
3. The calculation of MHWs from the highest quality data available. Confidence in the
robust detection of MHWs (and capacity to compare between events and examine spatiotemporal trends) will only be achieved with the use of high-quality datasets. Temperature
data should be quality controlled, collected over adequate timescales (i.e. at least 30 years
for deriving climatological baselines) and at the highest possible resolution. For example,
the satellite-derived SST dataset allows for robust detection of MHWs but should be
complemented with high quality in situ data (e.g. from coastal temperature loggers or
oceanographic moorings). Daily climatological threshold time series (e.g. 90th percentile)
may need to be smoothed in order to extract a useful climatology from inherently variable
data. Sensitivity testing on daily data suggests that a 30-day ‘moving window’ is
appropriate for smoothing climatology from daily data.
4. To be consistent with the atmospheric heatwave literature, we recommend the 90th
percentile be used to define a MHW threshold and that at least five continuous days
above this threshold be required to define a MHW. While 10% of days will be above this
threshold, it is generally “rare” for (five) consecutive days above their relative 90 th
percentile to occur. Shorter heat spikes may have ecological impacts in the ocean, but
these are distinct features and just as a few hot air days do not make an atmospheric
heatwave, a short sequence of hot ocean days (<5 days) do not represent a MHW under
our definition. The use of standardised software would ensure consistency in calculating
metrics, but the provision of detailed formulae (Table 2) may be an alternative. These
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metrics can, of course, be modified to suit the specific application, but reporting of
standardised metrics will greatly facilitate inter-comparison between events, locations and
times.
5. Assessments of spatial and temporal variability in the occurrence of MHWs can be
combined with analyses of other important aspects of the marine environment, such as
biodiversity patterns (Tittensor et al. 2010), human pressures (Halpern et al. 2008), and
hotspots of ocean warming (Hobday and Pecl 2014) or the velocity of climate change
(Burrows et al. 2011; Sen Gupta et al. 2014). Such an approach can be used to identify
regions that may be particularly susceptible to MHWs (i.e. areas subjected to intense
human impacts) or regions where ecological impacts may be particularly severe (i.e.
hotspots of biodiversity).
Overall, in a rapidly changing climate, the detection, characterisation, impact assessment and
prediction of MHWs will become increasingly important. Marine heatwaves are an emerging
area of interdisciplinary research with potential for collaborative initiatives in understanding
these phenomena. A recent atmospherically driven marine heatwave in the northeast Pacific
during the boreal winters of 2013-2015 had significant downstream effects on North
American weather, and also disrupted northeast Pacific fisheries and coastal ecosystems
(Bond et al. 2015; Hartman, 2015; Whitney 2015). This event, along with the 2003
Mediterranean Sea, 2011 Western Australia and 2012 Northwest Atlantic MHW, provide an
opportunity to investigate the drivers and anomalous properties of MHWs under a
hierarchical framework. We recommend that the marine scientific community adopts a
coherent and consistent approach to this significant undertaking and considers how advances
made in the study of atmospheric heatwaves can assist research on MHWs.
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Table 1: Examples of metrics commonly used to describe warming events in ecological
studies.
Metric
Maximum
Temperature (°C)
Temperature
Anomaly (°C)

Description
Maximum temperature observed during a
heatwave event. E.g. 30°C.
Deviation from long-term mean (most often
monthly mean). E.g. 3.5° C above average.

Thermal Stress
Anomaly (e.g.
weeks)

Temperature deviation above a threshold value
(rather than the mean value), summed over some
period of time (e.g. weeks). E.g. TSA = 45°C over
10 weeks.
Degree Heating Weeks (DHW) reflect the
accumulation of heat stress by integrating SST
anomalies in excess of a threshold over a period
of weeks. In corals, thermal stress occurs when
sea surface temperatures exceed a certain
threshold (usually defined as ~1°C above the
maximum climatological mean), and so DHWs
are calculate as the sum of SST anomalies above
the 1°C threshold over a number of weeks (e.g. 12
weeks).
The degree heating days (DHD) value is the
summed positive deviations of daily mean sea
surface temperatures (x(t)) from the climatology
of long-term mean summer temperatures (LMST),
for a specified period (e.g. summer, December 1st
to February 28th in the Southern Hemisphere).

Degree Heating
Weeks (°C-weeks)

Degree Heating
Days (°C days)

Heating rate
(°C/day)

Heating rate (HR) is defined as
where DHD is
degree heating days as defined above, and ND is
the number of days in which daily mean sea
surface temperatures (x(t)) have exceeded the
long-term mean summer temperatures. That is,
HR is the mean rate at which DHD have
accumulated throughout a period of time (e.g.
summer, December 1st to February 28th in the
Southern Hemisphere).

Example
Berkelmans et al. 2004
Sorte et al. 2010;
Wernberg et al. 2013;
Smale and Wernberg 2013
Selig et al. 2010

Eakin et al. 2010
Donner 2011

Maynard et al. 2008

Maynard et al. 2008
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Table 2. Hierarchical classification of metrics to characterise marine heat waves (MHW). All
definitions assume that daily SST data, T, and that a MHW has a discrete start day and end
day. Note that we write T both as a function of time t, T(t), and as a function of year y and
day-of-year d, T(y,d).
Name
Climatology

Definition
Tm: The
climatological
mean, calculated
over a reference
period, to which all
values are relative

Units
°C

Threshold*

T%: The seasonally
varying
temperature value
that defines a
MHW (e.g. T90 is
the 90th percentile
value based on the
baseline periods)
te, ts: dates on
which a MHW
begins and ends.

°C

Start and end
of MHW

P90 (X) where X = {T(y,d) | ys <=
y <= ye, j-5 <= d <= j+5}

days
.

For MHWs,
5, and where
gap ≤2 days (see text)
Primary

Duration

Intensity
(max/mean/var
iance)

Secondary

Rate measures

D: Consecutive
period of time that
temperature
exceeds the
threshold
imax: highest
temperature
anomaly value
during the MHW
imean: mean
temperature
anomaly during the
MHW
ivar: variation in
intensity of the
MHW over the
duration
ronset: time from the
onset of the MHW
to the maximum
intensity.
rdecline: time from

days

°C

,
is the standard deviation, and
the overbar indicates the time mean.
°C/day
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the maximum
intensity to the end
of the MHW.
Cumulative
measure

icum: sum of daily
intensity anomalies.

°C days

Note that the integral omits t e
which is below the T90
threshold.

Spatial extent

Tertiary

Preconditioning
factors

A: Area of ocean
meeting the MHW
definition
L: Length of
coastline for the
MHW
Factors such as time
of year relative to the
onset of the MHW, or
periods of above
mean temperature
preceding the MHW
may lead to greater
impacts.

A = area over which MHW detected

km2

L = length of coast where MHW
detected

km

n/a

Various
–
specific
to study
system
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Table 3. Qualitative comparison of different temperature data sources and their suitability to provide primary, secondary and tertiary marine heat
wave metrics for sea surface temperature (SST). Relative scores for each option are in the range 1 to 4, where 1 indicates that only low
resolution metrics can be derived and 4 indicates that high resolution metrics can be derived (N/A indicates no utility). The quantities maximum
MHW intensity (imax) and cumulative effect (icum) are defined in Figure 1 and Table 2. Preconditioning is defined as the conditions that facilitate
the onset of the MHW. Continuous data generally allow an understanding of environmental conditions leading up to the event.
Primary
Data source

In situ temperatures (e.g.
loggers)
Satellite SST
Argo floats (NB: gridded
products do not provide
SST)
Reconstructed monthly
data (e.g. ERSST,
HadISST)
Palaeo-proxy SST
(seasonal to annual
records, e.g. coral cores)
Global Climate Models
(e.g. daily SST fields)
Re-analysis SST products
(e.g. BRAN)
Regional Ocean Models
(e.g. OFAM)
Traditional Ecological
Knowledge, citizen
science, and anecdotal
information

Metrics
Secondary
Rate of
Spatial
event
area (A)
onset/decay
[km2]
[°C/day]
1 (if
multiple
4
loggers),
else N/A
4
3

Duration
(D)
[days]

imax
[°C]

imean,
icum
[°C
days]

4

4

4

3

3

3

N/A

N/A

1

1

2

2

N/A

N/A

N/A

2

Other considerations

Tertiary
Precondition
ing

Length of
records

Temporal
resolution

Quality
control

Data
consistency

2

High

High

Low

Low/
Med

3

Med

High

High

Low/Med

2

2

Low

Low

High

Med/High

2

2

2

High

Low

High

Med

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

High

Low

Low

Low/Med

2

2

3

2

2

High

Low

N/A

High

3

3

3

3

3

3

Med

High

Low/
Med

Med/High

3

3

3

3

2

2

Low

High

N/A

High

N/A

1

N/A

N/A

N/A

1

Med/High

Low

Low

Low
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Figure Legends
Figure 1. Schematic of metrics used to define a marine heatwave (MHW). (a) Threshold
values for each location for each day of the year are defined based on the 90 th percentile
value. (b) These percentile values vary through the year (dashed line), as does the
climatological mean (solid line). (c) Short duration heat spikes less than five days are not
MHWs. A temperature event that is at least five days or longer than this minimum duration is
defined according to duration (MHWD) above the threshold value, intensity (imax, temperature
above the climatological mean) and the rate of temperature increase (r onset) and decrease
(rdecline) during the event. The mean event intensity (open circle, imean) is the mean intensity
during the MHW, while icum (shading) is the sum of daily intensities during the MHW. The
start and end days of the MHW are represented by t s and te respectively.

Figure 2. Taxonomy of heat waves as distinguished by the metrics duration (D), maximum
intensity (imax), cumulative intensity (icum), and rate of onset (ronset). A marine heat wave
(MHW) with regular warming onset and decline (panel a) can be distinguished from one with
similar duration and maximum intensity but asymmetric warming (panel b) by the cumulative
intensity metric (icum). This asymmetric MHW (b) is distinguished from one with a slow
onset and rapid decline (panel c) by the rate of warming (ronset) metric. A lower intensity
MHW (panel d) is distinguished by its maximum intensity (imax), while a short MHW (panel
e) is distinguished by its duration (D). The dashed line indicates the threshold value. Arrows
between the plots indicate the major change (Δ) between the plots. Index values are indicative
only in this schematic.

Figure 3. First row: Sea surface temperatures (SST) anomaly on the peak day of three marine
heatwaves (MHW) discussed in the text. (a) Western Australia 2011, (b) northern
Mediterranean 2003, (c) northwest Atlantic 2012. Dots show the locations from which 1/4 °
resolution time series of SST were extracted from NOAA OI SST for the detection of MHWs
in each case study region. Second row: The SST climatology (blue), 90th percentile MHW
threshold (green), and SST time series (black) for each MHW at each location. The red filled
area indicates the period of time associated with the identified MHW, while shaded orange
indicates other MHWs identified over the year. Third row: The duration (D) of each MHW
detected in the time series from each location, with every tenth event identified on the upper
31

x-axis. Fourth row: As for the third row, but illustrating maximum intensity (imax) of each
MHW event in each location. Fifth row: As for the third row, but illustrating cumulative
intensity (icum) of each MHW event from each location. The WA and northwest Atlantic
MHWs are the largest by maximum intensity, such that the red and yellow bars are the same.
The northwest Atlantic event is not the largest according to duration or cumulative intensity,
but the red bar obscures the yellow bar since they are so close in time.
Figure 4. Temperature time series during the twelve months bounding the 2011 ‘Ningaloo
Niño’ marine heat wave (shaded area: December 2011 to April 2012) off the coast of
Western Australia as measured by four different data sources; weekly and monthly Reynolds
SST (29.5-30.5°S; 114.5-115.5°E), daily satellite SST (29.5-30.5°S; 114.5-115.5°E), and an
hourly in situ logger from Jurien Bay (30 18.5 °S 114 58.3 °E).
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Figure 1. Schematic of metrics used to define a marine heatwave (MHW). (a) Threshold
values for each location for each day of the year are defined based on the 90 th percentile
value. (b) These percentile values vary through the year (dashed line), as does the
climatological mean (solid line). (c) Short duration heat spikes less than five days are not
MHWs. A temperature event that is at least five days or longer than this minimum duration is
defined according to duration (MHWD) above the threshold value, intensity (imax, temperature
above the climatological mean) and the rate of temperature increase (ronset) and decrease
(rdecline) during the event. The mean event intensity (open circle, imean) is the mean intensity
during the MHW, while icum (shading) is the sum of daily intensities during the MHW. The
start and end days of the MHW are represented by t s and te respectively.
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Figure 2. Taxonomy of heat waves as distinguished by the metrics duration (D), maximum
intensity (imax), cumulative intensity (icum), and rate of onset (ronset). A marine heat wave
(MHW) with regular warming onset and decline (panel a) can be distinguished from one with
similar duration and maximum intensity but asymmetric warming (panel b) by the cumulative
intensity metric (icum). This asymmetric MHW (b) is distinguished from one with a slow
onset and rapid decline (panel c) by the rate of warming (ronset) metric. A lower intensity
MHW (panel d) is distinguished by its maximum intensity (imax), while a short MHW (panel
e) is distinguished by its duration (D). The dashed line indicates the threshold value. Index
values are indicative only in this schematic.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. First row: Sea surface temperatures (SST) anomaly on the peak day of three marine
heatwaves (MHW) discussed in the text. (a) Western Australia 2011, (b) northern
Mediterranean 2003, (c) northwest Atlantic 2012. Dots show the locations from which 1/4°
resolution time series of SST were extracted from NOAA OI SST for the detection of MHWs
in each case study region. Second row: The SST climatology (blue), 90th percentile MHW
threshold (green), and SST time series (black) for each MHW at each location. The red filled
area indicates the period of time associated with the identified MHW, while shaded orange
indicates other MHWs identified over the year. Third row: The duration (D) of each MHW
detected in the time series from each location, with every tenth event identified on the upper
x-axis. Fourth row: As for the third row, but illustrating maximum intensity (imax) of each
MHW event in each location. Fifth row: As for the third row, but illustrating cumulative
intensity (icum) of each MHW event from each location. The WA and northwest Atlantic
MHWs are the largest by maximum intensity, such that the red and yellow bars are the same.
The northwest Atlantic event is not the largest according to duration or cumulative intensity,
but the red bar obscures the yellow bar since they are so close in time.
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Figure 4. Temperature time series during the twelve months bounding the 2011 ‘Ningaloo
Niño’ marine heat wave (shaded area: December 2011 to April 2012) as measured by four
different data sources; weekly and monthly Reynolds SST (29.5-30.5°S; 114.5-115.5°E),
daily satellite SST (29.5-30.5°S; 114.5-115.5°E), and an hourly in situ logger from Jurien
Bay (30 18.5 °S 114 58.3 °E).
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Highlights: Marine Heatwaves






Marine heatwaves cause a range of ecological impacts
Consistent definition of marine heatwaves will advance comparison
Metrics are defined to uniquely define these events
Three recent marine heatwaves illustrate use of the metrics
We recommend use of these metrics for future studies
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